A CONDITION IN WHICH SOMEONE OR SOMETHING IS THRIVING OR DOING WELL

Apply modern content approaches to diverse health contexts.

Let’s innovate by taking the best content practices, insights, and innovations from other verticals and applying them to health.

Whether you’re trying to communicate with patients, recruit for clinical trials, sell health technology to businesses, or otherwise operate in our digital world, content is critical.

- Align content across the patient or user journey
- Improve diversity in recruitment for clinical trials
- Test effectiveness of health materials with specific populations
- Modernize approaches to content and communications
- Apply plain and inclusive language with diverse audiences at scale
- Improve content consistency and harmony
- Streamline content or communication operations
- Evaluate the effectiveness of health interventions
- Improve visibility of content in search engines + other channels
- Empower teams with modern content skills
- Combat mis/disinformation
- Pilot use of generative AI

Whether you're trying to communicate with patients, recruit for clinical trials, sell health technology to businesses, or otherwise operate in our digital world, content is critical.

“MY TEAM APPRECIATED THE DATA THAT CONTENT SCIENCE WAS ABLE TO PROVIDE AS WELL AS THE EMPHASIS ON MOBILE. CONTENT SCIENCE OPENED THEIR EYES TO THAT USAGE.”

Eleni Berger, American Cancer Society

Our unique system evaluates and scores your content’s effectiveness while collecting invaluable first party data. Make better content decisions with better data.